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Interphase Power Law IPL model is based on a simple extension of a general power law model in which composite system containing filler interphase and matrix regions may be treated as a unique three-component composite system comprising two primary components (matrix and filler) and an interphase region that is inextricably dependent upon the characteristics of the filler and matrix components. In this paper, it can be investigated that all possible causes and effects of the interphase region on a variety of complex composite systems and so, the effects of the composite filler types and filler surfaces areas as well as the dielectric characteristics of the interphase region have been investigated. Effects of the composite filler types and filler surface areas as well as the dielectric characteristics of the interphase region have been explored on new industrial materials. Finally, this research explains the dielectric characteristics of new nanocomposite polymeric materials by IPL.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Power law model relationships are used in dielectric modeling of composite systems [1-6]. The general two component power-law model for complex permittivity has been used extensively for a wide range of material systems with varied success, including air-particulate composites [2], ceramic-ceramic composites [3] and polymer-ceramic composites [4]. Research into the physical and electrical characteristics of particulate filled polymer composites has supported the existence of interphase regions at polymer-dispersant interfaces [7-10]. It should be noted that, IPL model in its general form, is commonly known as the Lichtenecker-Rother equation. However, a clear distinction exists between the IPL model and the Lichtenecker-Rother LR model. IPL model is unique in that it incorporates two independent components of the composite as well as an interphase region that is dependent upon the characteristics of the two components. This model thus does not rely on three independent components but rather two independent components and the interphase region between them. The LR model is based on a composite consisting of three independent constituent components with no interactions between the components. It is important to recognize the distinction between the IPL model and a standard three-component power-law mixture. The determination of the interphase thickness is further described in detail in [11-14]. The interphase overlap probability, arises from the proximity of the individual filler particles. When the filler particles come close together, the interphase regions
surrounding each filler particle begin to overlap, thereby reducing the effective interphase volume fraction. The interphase overlap probability is a function of the filler volume fraction, interphase thickness and the shape and size of the filler particles. Approximations have been developed to estimate the overlap of such particles using Monte Carlo simulations or alternately analytical solutions to percolation models [15, 16].

In our analyses, a general interphase overlap probability function, was developed for spherical particles [17]. The values of nanocomposite permittivity can reduce to values below that of the unfilled polymer if the polarization mechanisms in the bulk of the material are restricted. In the case of a nanocomposite system, it has been observed that the reduction in the values of effective permittivity is probably due to hindrances in the mobility of Epoxy chains in the bulk of nanocomposite [18-20]. A general interphase overlap probability function has been developed for spherical particles. In several investigations, this interphase region has been shown to have significantly different properties compared to the bulk resin. In recent years, polymer nanocomposites have been extensively studied in optical, thermal and mechanical properties, but there has been relatively little research into dielectric properties [21]. This work studies the effect of filler volume fraction on effective dielectric constant for selected polymers with selected nano-filler as a nanocomposites industrial materials, which will be new costless industrial materials.

2. INTERPHASE THEORY

The interphase region is comprised of polymer molecules that are bonded or otherwise oriented at the matrix-filler interface. This interfacial-bonding region is termed the interphase and results from the confining effect that the rigid filler particles have on the mobility of the polymer molecules in the matrix. In the bulk matrix regions of the composite, the polymer chains adopt random orientational configurations. The polymer chains and side groups are relatively free to move stretching, twisting and wagging to minimize their conformational energy and maximize their internal entropy. When bonded to the filler surface, however, the polymer molecules are restricted in movement. An estimation of the effect of the change in the dielectric constant as a result of the chemical bonding of the polymer matrix at the filler surface of a composite system can be calculated using molecular polarizability equations [10]. The change in dielectric constant for the polymer material in the interphase region is proportional to the increase or decrease in the dipole polarization. A more complete description of the dipole polarization within the interphase region of a composite system and the resulting dielectric constant calculations is given in ref. [11]. This paper has described a simple interphase model capable of providing additional insight to both the real and imaginary parts of the complex permittivity of composite systems incorporating the interphase theory. The composite system containing filler, interphase and matrix regions is illustrated in Fig.1. A composite system comprising two primary components (matrix and filler) and an interphase region may be treated as a unique three-component composite system in which the interphase volume is inextricably dependent upon the characteristics of the filler component.
Interphase

Fig.1: Interphase region surrounding the filler particles in a composite system

3. INTERPHASE POWER LOW IPL MODEL

Power law relationships are quite often used in dielectric modeling of composite systems [1]. These relationships model the effective permittivity of two-component systems using the volume fraction of each component according to:

\[ \varepsilon_c^{\beta} = \phi_f \varepsilon_f^{\beta} + (1-\phi_f)\varepsilon_m^{\beta} \] (1)

where \( \varepsilon_c \), \( \varepsilon_f \), and \( \varepsilon_m \) are the complex dielectric permittivity of the composite system, the filler, and the matrix respectively, \( \phi_f \) is the volume fraction of filler component of the composite system, and \( \beta \) is a dimensionless parameter representing the shape and orientation of the filler particles within the bulk composite [2]. Common application of this model are the linear mixtures model \( \beta=1 \), the Birchak formula \( \beta=0.5 \) and the Landau, Lifshitz, Looyenga formula \( \beta=0.33 \). More generally, for a composite comprised of \( n \) number of components, the power law mixtures model may be written as [4]:

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \phi_i \varepsilon_i^{\beta} \] (2)

where \( \varepsilon_c \) and \( \varepsilon_i \) are the complex dielectric permittivity of the composite system and any constituent component of the composite respectively, \( \phi_i \) is the volume fraction of the constituent component. Additional dielectric models for mixtures of composite constituents have been developed, including the Maxwell-Garnett model and the Bruggeman model [10]. Each of these mixture models provides different approaches for predicting the dielectric characteristics of composite systems. These approaches, however, do not provide a comprehensive means to determine both the real and imaginary components of the complex permittivity of composite systems while accounting for interactions between the individual components. The two-component power-law relationship described by equation (1) is easily extended to a three component composite system, as described by:

\[ \varepsilon_c^{\beta} = \phi_f \varepsilon_f^{\beta} + \phi_i \varepsilon_i^{\beta} + \phi_m \varepsilon_m^{\beta} \] (3)

For a composite model that contains an interphase region, \( \phi_f, \phi_i, \) and \( \phi_m \) represent the volume fraction of the filler component, the interphase region and the matrix component of the composite, respectively, \( \varepsilon_c, \varepsilon_f, \varepsilon_i \) and \( \varepsilon_m \) are the complex permittivities of the composite, the filler, interphase and matrix regions of the
composite, respectively. The complex permittivity is given by \( \varepsilon = \varepsilon' + \varepsilon'' \), where \( \varepsilon' \) is the dielectric constant and \( \varepsilon'' \) is the dielectric loss. It is important to recognize the distinction between the IPL model and a standard three-component power-law mixture. Therefore, refer to independent composite constituents as (components) and the dependent constituents as (interphase). The distinction between these cases will become more evident with further explanation. The filler volume fraction of equation (3), \( \phi_f \), is directly measured for a given composite system. The matrix volume fraction is given by \( \phi_m = 1 - \phi_f - \phi_m \). The interphase region volume fraction, \( \phi_i \), is dependent upon the filler volume fraction, the filler surface area and the thickness of the interphase region surrounding each filler particle. The interphase volume fraction, \( \phi_i \), is determined for monodisperse, spherical particles using equation (4) [12]:

\[
\phi_i = \frac{4\pi \phi_f}{3} \times \frac{\left[(r + \Delta r)^3 - r^3\right] - 6F(3(r + \Delta r) - \Delta r)\Delta r^2}{r^3}
\]

where \( r \) is the radius of the filler particles, \( \Delta r \) is the thickness of the interphase region and \( F \) is an overlap probability function. Assuming that, there are no areas of interphase overlap that would reduce the total volume of interphase. Therefore, the interphase volume fraction, \( \phi_i \), is calculated by:

\[
\phi_i = (1 - F)(S_f \Delta r)\rho_f \phi_f
\]

where \( S_f \) is the specific surface area of filler (measured in m2/g), and \( \rho_f \) is the density of filler (measured in g/m3).

The interphase density is assumed to be equal to that of the matrix component since it is comprised of matrix molecules. Typically, the interphase thickness is on the order of one molecular radius of gyration (5 to 20) nm. The determination of the interphase thickness is further described in detail in [11-14]. The interphase overlap probability, \( F \), arises from the proximity of the individual filler particles. As illustrated in Fig. 1, when the filler particles come close together, the interphase regions surrounding each filler particle begin to overlap, thereby reducing the effective interphase volume fraction. The interphase overlap probability is a function of the filler volume fraction, interphase thickness and the shape and size of the filler particles. Approximations have been developed to estimate the overlap of such particles using analytical solutions to percolation models [15-17]. Equations (3) through (5) can be used to complete a generalized, comprehensive model for the prediction of the complex dielectric permittivity of composite systems containing interphase-bonding regions. The bounds, however, are based on a critical assumption that no interaction exists between the components of the composite system, and therefore no interphase region exists.

## 4. SELECTED NANO-FILLERS AND POLYMERS FOR INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS

Nano-fillers such as, Clay mineral used in the polymer industry is kaolinite. Kaolinite is the main constituent of filler clays, significant quantities of other minerals can often be present. The particle shape is the most important characteristic of kaolinite for polymer applications. The platy nature means that clay fillers have a greater effect
on properties such as viscosity, stiffness and strength, using clay as nano filler gives high levels of flame retardancy to the produced composite of Clay catalyst to be the best filler among nano-fillers industrial materials such as: Fumed Silica is used primarily in silicone rubber and compounds with special polymers or cure systems, and is produced by high temperature gaseous process and is more expensive, and Glass Fibers are among the most versatile industrial materials known today. Also, the most useful feature of Glass Beads is their ability to reduce the density of a product.

Many selected polymers for fabricating industrial materials are used in this paper, such as Acrylonitrile Butadiene-Styrene ABS has been created with rubber particles in order to increase the toughness. ABS has good electrical properties that are fairly constant over a wide range of frequencies. Polyethylene PE applications vary depending upon the grade of resin LDPE, because of its flexibility, is used primarily for prosthetic devices and vacuum formed parts. Polyvinyl Chloride PVC is the most widely used of any of the thermoplasts, it is stronger and more rigid than other general purpose thermoplastic materials. The primary applications for PVC include electrical conduit, and wire insulation. Finally, applications for Epoxy-based materials are extensive and include coatings, adhesives and composite materials such as those using carbon fiber and fiberglass reinforcements. Epoxy resin formulations are important in the electronics industry, and employed excellent electrical insulators and protect electrical components from short circuiting, dust and moisture.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This paper discussed two issues, the first studying effective parameters of PLP model, and the second issue is specifying characteristics of new industrial materials, for the dielectric characteristics of nanocomposite polymeric materials by IPL.

5.1 Effective Parameters of PLP Model

Effective parameters of PLP model results investigate the effects of filler permittivity, interphase permittivity, filler surface area or interphase thickness, and filler particle shape.

5.1.1 Effect of filler permittivity:

The effective dielectric constant and dielectric losses of the composite system are shown in Fig. 2 with three values of a filler dielectric constant. The effective dielectric constant of the composite increased rapidly with high value of filler dielectric constant, while for a low value of filler dielectric constant, the effective dielectric constant of the composite smoothly decreased with the variation of filler volume fraction from zero to unity as shown in Fig. 2(a). Also, the effective dielectric loss with volume fraction changing from zero to unity, the maximum dielectric loss appears at nearly 20% filler volume fraction as shown in Fig. 2(b), then smoothly decreased to reach zero at unity volume fraction. For three values of filler complex dielectric permittivity, the effective dielectric loss increased when the filler dielectric permittivity increased. It is cleared that, from these predictions that accounting for the interphase region cause a deviation from linearity of the effective permittivity of the composite system.
5.1.2 Effect of interphase permittivity:

At a critical filler concentration corresponding to the maximum in interphase volume fraction, the interphase permittivity creates a maximum or minimum in the effective permittivity of the composite system as shown in Fig. 3. A non-linearity in the effective complex permittivity of the composite system is a function of filler volume fraction. At the filler volume fraction loading from 0.0 to and 1.0, the complex permittivity is equal to that of the polymer component and filler component respectively, but between these limits, the IPL model predicts a complex permittivity of the composite system that is significantly larger than that predicted by conventional mixture models since these models do not account for component interactions of the composite.
5.1.3 Effect of filler surface area:

A filler diameter is proportional to a squared increase in specific surface area and resultant interphase volume fraction for a spherical particle. For non-spherical particles, the increase in specific surface area and interphase volume fraction is even greater, decreases by increase particle size and shape. A composite system was evaluated using the IPL model, the filler surface area illustrated the results for three values of filler particles surface area (40, 64, and 76) m$^2$/g, when dielectric polymer and dielectric filler are equally ($\varepsilon_f = \varepsilon_m$). For the application as shown in Fig. 4, by increasing the filler particle surface area a composite system containing an interphase region with a permittivity higher than that of the matrix yields an increase to the effective permittivity. Figure 4(a) shows the effect of filler surface area on composite dielectric constant, and Fig. 4(b) shows the dielectric losses as a function of filler volume fraction for a composite system.

(a) Effective dielectric constant  
(b) Effective dielectric loss

Fig.4: Effect of filler surface area on composite dielectric constant and dielectric losses as a function of filler volume fraction for a composite system

5.1.4 Effect of interphase thickness:

The interphase volume fraction is also dependent upon the thickness of the interphase region, $\Delta r$. To illustrate this effect, a model composite system has been evaluated using the IPL model. Figure 5 illustrates the effect of increasing the interphase thickness from (0.0 to 10) nm on the composite dielectric constant of this two component system. In real applications, the chemical bonding between the two components of the composite and the chemical structure of the matrix component controls the interphase thickness provided into the chemical structures of interphase regions and their thickness.

5.1.5 Effect of filler particle shape and orientation:

For anisotropic composite systems having the dispersed component oriented parallel to the electric field, the value of $\beta$ is greater than 0.3. An application of this type of composite is epitaxial grown composite films. The value of $\beta$ becomes 0.99. The
material parameters were utilized in the IPL model to illustrate the effect of the shape parameter, $\beta$ on the effective permittivity of a composite system. The effect of each of these cases ($\beta = -0.97$ and $\beta = 0.99$) is illustrated in Fig.6.

Fig.5: Effect of various interphase thickness on the dielectric constant as a function of filler volume fraction for a composite system

Fig.6: Effect of particle shape and orientation on composite dielectric constant and dielectric loss as a function of filler volume fraction for a composite system

(a) Effective dielectric constant

(b) Effective dielectric loss

5.2 New Industrial Materials

The IPL model predicts a distinct non-linearity of the effective dielectric constant as a function of filler volume loading. As new industrial insulation materials formed by nano-fillers such as clay, fumed silica, glass fibers, and glass beads is their ability to reduce the cost of a product. Many selected polymers industrial materials are used in this paper, such as ABS, LDPE, and PVC.
5.2.1 Effect of nano-fillers on industrial materials:

Figure 7 shows the effect of each nano-filler industrial materials selected type on the dielectric constant of the composite as the volume fraction of fillers loading. From these simulated results the effective dielectric constant for all polymeric industrial materials deceasing with Clay, and Glass Beads nano-fillers composite, while increasing with Fumed Silica, and Glass Fibers nano-fillers composite. Since Glass Beads and Clay shows the best behavior as nano-filler used for insulation materials, but Glass fibers and Fumed Silica shows the best behavior as nano-filler used for conducting industrial materials.

![Graphs showing the effect of nano-fillers on different industrial polymers](image)

(a) PVC industrial polymer  
(b) Epoxy industrial polymer  
(c) PE industrial polymer  
(d) ABS industrial polymer

Fig. 7 Effects of nano-fillers on effective dielectric constant with different industrial polymers

5.2.2 Effect of filler surface area on industrial materials:

The magnitude of permittivity deviation from linearity is dependent upon the filler volume fraction, filler surface area, and the interphase permittivity. Figure 8 shows the effect of filler surface area, when it’s equal 40, and 100 m²/g. By increasing filler volume fraction, the nonlinearity behavior for the dielectric constant for all polymeric
industrial materials is decreasing up to 55%, after that, the dielectric constant is increasing smoothly, when filler surface area equal to 40 m$^2$/g as shown in Fig. 8(a). Figure 8(b) shows the effective dielectric constant with varying filler volume fraction for all nanocomposite industrial materials whenever filler surface area equal 100 m$^2$/g.

![Graphs showing the effect of filler volume fraction on effective dielectric constant](image)

**Fig. 8:** Effect of filler volume fraction on effective dielectric constant for a different nanocomposites industrial materials

5.2.3 Effect of filler interphase thickness on industrial materials:

Figure 9 shows that the effective dielectric constant is decreasing for all nanocomposite industrial materials by increasing filler volume fraction at interphase thickness 2, and 10 nm. Figure 9(a) shows Clay with PE nanocomposite has a lowest effective dielectric constant, but Clay with Epoxy nanocomposite has the highest effective dielectric constant up to 35%. Clay with ABS nanocomposite is the highest from 35% up to 100% of the filler volume fraction. Figure 9(b) shows Clay with PE nanocomposite has a lowest effective dielectric constant, while, Clay with Epoxy nanocomposite has that a highest effective dielectric constant from 0% up to 100% of the filler volume fraction. Figure 9 shows the effective dielectric constant which decreasing for all nanocomposite industrial materials by increasing filler volume fraction.

5.2.4 Effect of filler particle shape and orientation on industrial materials

Filler particle shape has an important effect on the nanocomposite dielectric constant, the value of $\beta$ depending on the orientation of the filler particles in the composite. While increasing the addition of Clay nanoparticles polymers it will decrease the effective dielectric constant of the nanocomposite. Figure 10 shows the different polymer types filled with Clay nanocomposite, the PE gives the lowest dielectric constant between all polymer types, and the Epoxy gives the highest dielectric constant up to 30% of the filler volume fraction when $\beta=0.33$ as shown in Fig. 10(a). While the ABS up to 25% of the filler volume fraction when $\beta=-0.97$ as shown in Fig. 10(b).
6. CONCLUSION

IPL model predicts a distinct non-linearity in the effective dielectric constant and dielectric loss as a function of filler volume loading. Since the dielectric characteristics of the interphase region contributes to the overall effective dielectric characteristics of the composite system, and the volume fraction of the interphase region changes non-linearly with the volume fraction of filler, the permittivity of the composite changes non-linearly as a function of filler loading. The effect of increasing the interphase thickness in a composite system tends to an increase for the effective permittivity,
while, the effect of the shape parameters on the effective permittivity of a composite system. The interphase permittivity is generally within approximately 10% of the matrix phase. Clay has a good behavior as a nano-filler used for insulation materials and has an effective dielectric characteristic for different polymer industrial materials of nanocomposite insulation materials by IPL. Clay nano-filler can create novel costless insulation industrial materials for getting smoothly decreased effective dielectric constant with the variation of filler volume fraction of the nanocomposite material. Increasing Clay filler surface area and its interphase thickness more smoothly decreased the effective dielectric constant of the nano-composite, and the lowest effect at 55%. Clay with Epoxy nanocomposites is the highest reduction in effective dielectric constant, but Clay with PE nanocomposites has the lowest effect by increasing filler volume fraction.
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